
What Is PathFactory 
For Sales?

Actionable buyer data right in your CRM

PathFactory for Sales offers a simple and intuitive way 
to uncover the content consumption of your leads, 
contacts, accounts, and opportunities—directly 
inside the CRM. This can be enabled by a Salesforce 
Visualforce app.

With PathFactory for Sales, your sales teams can 
clearly see which of their accounts and potential 
buyers are spending time on your content to prioritize 
their outreach. They also have the insight into how 
long each visitor spent on each asset and the path 
they have taken through your content. Your sales 
team will know what resonates most with their 
potential buyers, and this means better- informed 
conversations that lead to better conversion—without 
questioning whether a lead or account is qualified.

Get a detailed picture of a 
prospect’s content journey

See an individual’s engagement over 
time, including a summary of their 
top assets they have spent time 
on to instantly know what they are 
interested in. Enable your Sales Reps 
to drill down into specific journeys 
through content from any given 
day. Sales Reps can also open up the 
Content Track that their prospect 
was consuming to have a read of the 
content enabling them to have fully 
informed conversations.

Quickly determine which 
accounts are worth 
prioritizing

Get more efficiency out of your Sales 
team and drive more revenue by 
focusing time on the most engaged, 
sales-ready leads, and not wasting 
time on low quality leads. Through 
an integration with your marketing 
automation platform, you can also 
give Sales alerts that tell them when  
a leads is bingeing on contentaudience 
engagement.

Understand how engaged 
each account is

See the total engagement of all 
contacts within an account (even 
if visitors are anonymous via our 
anonymous-to-account look-
up). Improve sales and marketing 
alignment with greater clarity on  
the content journey of every person 
and account.
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Empower Sales to send out relevant Content Tracks

The PathFactory for Sales “Activation” tab makes it easy 
for Sales teams to quickly find and share bingeable Content 
Tracks via platforms like SalesLoft and Outreach (and more!).

Marketers can curate streams of content for various 
personas, industries, and use cases that help Sales reps 
deliver a compelling content journey every time. On the 
data side, this puts Sales and Marketing on the same 

page by surfacing one unified content consumption data 
set—whether that content was sent out by the Sales or 
Marketing, making it crystal clear to both teams which 
people and accounts are the most ready to buy.

Gmail users can also download the PathFactory Chrome 
extension to browse and send relevant Content Tracks to 
prospects directly in emails sent from Gmail.


